
Dear Lesley, 
 
We are willing to support Lulai's position that SPREP take on the responsibility for coordination of regional 
activities. This issue was debated during preparation of the joint note (SPREP is mentioned in the next 
paragraph) and there was always a strong possibility that the suggestion of the Pacific Forum might meet 
some resistance in the region, given SPREP's responsibility for environment in general and climate 
change in particular. Moreover, there is expected to be (has been?) a recent merger with SOPAC which 
now brings CCA and DRR under one roof.  
 
Best regards  
Sam 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Samuel Wedderburn,  East Asia Rural Development, Natural Resources and Environment (EASRE)   

 + 1(202) 473-0443    +1(202) 477-2733    swedderburn@worldbank.org   

 
 

 

From: Lesley Wilson/Person/World Bank 
To: Samuel G. Wedderburn/Person/World Bank@WorldBank, dponzi@adb.org 
Cc: Alejandra Alvarez/Person/World Bank@WorldBank, Andrea Kutter/Person/World Bank@WorldBank,  

Astrid Hillers/Person/World Bank@WorldBank, Kanta Kumari Rigaud/Person/World Bank@WorldBank,  
Patricia A. Bliss-Guest/Person/World Bank@WorldBank, Rebecca Caviles Russ/Person/World Bank@WorldBank,  
CIF Admin Unit/Service/World Bank@WorldBank, Natalie Magradze/HQ/IFC@IFC 

Date: 08/25/2009 04:37 PM 
Subject: Re: Fw: Proposed PPCR Sub-Committee decision by  mail approving proposal for regional programs in Pacific and  

Caribbean 
  
 
 

Hi Sam/Daniele: 
 
Would you please review the response from Lulai Lavea below on approving the Pacific and Caribbean 
programs, and advice how we should respond to the comments made on the Pacific program?  As 
always, time is tight so can you give feedback by c.o.b. tomorrow? 
 
Thanks 
Lesley 

  
  
 
Lesley Wilson 

Operations Analyst 
Climate Investment Funds 
Room no. MC5-408 / MSN MC5-522

 (202) 473 3656   Lwilson2@worldbank.org 
 
 

 
 
From: CIF Admin Unit/Service/World Bank 
To: Patricia A. Bliss-Guest/Person/World Bank@WorldBank 
Cc: Andrea Kutter/Person/World Bank@WorldBank, Lesley Wilson/Person/World Bank@WorldBank,  

Kanta Kumari Rigaud/Person/World Bank@WorldBank, Astrid Hillers/Person/World Bank@WorldBank,  
Alejandra Alvarez/Person/World Bank@WorldBank, Rebecca Caviles Russ/Person/World Bank@WorldBank 

Date: 08/24/2009 04:04 PM 
Subject: Fw: Proposed PPCR Sub-Committee decision by  mail approving proposal for regional programs in Pacific and Caribbean 

  
 
 

mailto:swedderburn@worldbank.org
mailto:Lwilson2@worldbank.org


 
CIF Admin Unit 
1818 H Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20433 
www.worldbank.org/cif 

  
----- Forwarded by CIF Admin Unit/Service/World Bank on 08/24/2009 04:03 PM ----- 
 

"Iulai Lavea" 
<iulai.lavea@mof.gov.ws>  

08/20/2009 06:12 PM 

    

 
To <cifadminunit@worldbank.org> 

cc <jhagan@worldbank.org> 

Subj
ect 

Re: Proposed PPCR Sub-Committee decision by  mail 
approving proposal for regional programs in Pacific and 
Caribbean 

 
  

  
 
 
Dear Patricia 

  
Thank you for re-sending the message as I didn't get it the first time.  

  
On the approach for the Pacific, this is to confirm Samoa's approval of the targeted countries (PNG, 
Samoa and Tonga) as well as the proposed approach for regional coverage. The only issue I want raised 
is the regional insitution to coordinate the regional activities. From our perspective the most appropriate 
one is SPREP given its mandate on environment issues and more specifically climate change. Paragraph 
23 suggests the Pacific Island Forum as a candidate to support the regional activities. We are of the view 
that for better coordination with other climate change related initiatives in the region, SPREP should 
coordinate the PPCR regional activities. 

  
In terms of coordination with the selected countries, it would be useful to inform the EDs offices 
(responsible for the selected countries) of the approved decision and seek their assistance in informing 
capitals (esp PNG and Tonga) of their selection and the need for them to confirm their interest in 
participating through the submission of an Acceptance of Offer to Participate. 

  
We look forward to receiving the Acceptance of Offer to Participate and let me know if I can be of any 
assistance from this end. 

  
Best regards 

  
Iulai 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.worldbank.org/cif

